Vibration Isolation Mounts
Machinery Mounts
Machinery Mounts are for use under heavy industrial machinery for shock, vibration and/or structure borne noise control. Barry Machinery Mounts provide efficient isolation for machine speeds as low as 750 rpm.

Oilfield Applications
The Barry Controls 22000 Series mounts provide good isolation for many trailer mounted diesel engine skids. Road shock is reduced during transportation.

Cable Mounts
Cable mounts are designed to perform efficiently without material or performance degradation in extremely hostile environments. They are operational under wide extremes of temperature ranges and resist chemicals, oils and abrasives.
Cab Insulation

Placing dB Engineering’s noise reduction material in and around a non-insulated cab, a 30% to 50% noise reduction can be achieved.

www.cabinsulation.com

Noise Curtains

dB Engineering’s Acoustical Curtain Systems offer an effective, economic method of noise reduction in a wide variety of industrial, architectural, community and OEM noise control applications.

www.noisecurtains.com

Acoustical Foam

Acoustical composites for noise absorption, Damping materials to reduce resonate vibration and Barrier composites for increased transmission loss.

www.800nonoise.com
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